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Alcohol use at
GV 'on par' with
national average

GVL / Eric Coulter
Elbow room: Classroom, laboratory and office space in the Padnos Halt of Science at GVSU (pictured) has proved insufficient
for the growing number of students in science-related majors, causing the university to request state funds for a new building.

GV awaits ,,
0194

\ funding to extend science facilities

GVL / Robert Mathews
Survey says: According to a new survey administered by Alcohol
Campus Education and Services, 73 percent of the 4,000 total
GVSU students surveyed reported having consumed alcohol in
the past 30 days.Twelve percent reported marijuana use.

ACES survey shows marijuana
use lower than average at 12%
BY ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL Assistant News Editor

Very few would confuse Grand Valley State University
for a big party school. Students, especially underclassmen
who fear minor in possession charges, have long considered
GVSU to be one of the driest campuses in the state, but
a new survey administered by Alcohol Campus Education
and Services draws a different image.
According to the survey of 4,000 GVSU students, 73
percent self-reported consuming alcohol in the past 30 days,
slightly above the national average of 72 percent.
Eric Klingensmith, coordinator for ACES, said
the results are used to plan future services for the
campus with regard to alcohol and illegal drugs.
“Their responses will help us to know how to address areas
of health and safety for the campus community,” he said.
The survey was developed by the Core Institute at
Southern Illinois University and is administered to college
students nationwide via email to show trends in drug and
alcohol use. Results are compiled out of 74,000 students
nationally from across 169 institutions. According to its
website, the Core Institute is the largest database for alcohol
and drug use statistics in the country.
The survey asked students questions concerning their
own use of alcohol and illegal drugs over time periods rang
ing from one week to one year. It also asked students if they
were aware of their particular campuses’ substance policy,
how many other students they thought used alcohol or il
legal drugs and other questions.
“We are right on par with others,” said Klingensmith.
“The amount of alcohol consumed by students on a monthly
... basis is about the same as the national average.”
For GVSU junior Cassie Dietrich, the statistics don’t add
up.
“(It’s) extremely surprising for Grand Valley, because it’s
not what I observe,” Dietrich said. “If it was a different col
lege I would believe it.”
Though GVSU doesn’t have a “party school” image,
some students like Senior Sam Springli said they can be
lieve the statistics.
SEE ACES, A3

BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

“GVSU has had consistent in
creases in enrollment in the under
graduate sciences, which is projected
rand Valley State Univer to continue, and we need more class
sity officials are seeking to room and lab spaces to accommodate
accommodate the growing these increases,” said Shaily Menon,
student population by ex associate dean of the College of Lib
eral Arts and Sciences. “A new lab
panding its educational facilities.
A plan to add a new science build building on the Allendale Campus
ing on the Allendale Campus has will provide additional labs and class
been in the works for about six years, rooms to accommodate the growing
said Jim Bachmeier, vice president number of students while at the same
for finance and administration at GV. time making sure that students can
Bachmeier said the proposed project graduate and complete their degrees
is a reaction to the enrollment growth in a timely manner.”
James Moyer, assistant vice presi
in the science programs.

G

SEE FUNDING, A3

10 years and counting
GV Women's Center celebrates 10th anniversary
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

Originating from humble begin
nings and housed in the confines of
Dean of Students office, the Women’s
Center has reached its 10th anniver
sary milestone at Grand Valley State
University.
“We’re using the anniversary as
a time to say ‘thank you’ to talk the
people who have invested in our mis
sion.” said Marlene Kowalski Braun,
director of the Women’s Center. “One
thing that’s always been clear to us is
that if it was based on the size of the
staff alone, we wouldn’t be able to do
as much as we do.”
Since it began 10 years ago, the
Women’s Center has hosted more
than 600 programs, raised more than
$100,000 for organizations that work
with women and girls, aided dozens
of non-profit agencies, helped 65
students develop feminist leader
ship skills through its 2003 Ambas
sador Program and marched more

GVL Archive

Still standing: Students hang out in the lounge in the GVSU's Women Center,
located off the main lobby of the Kirkhof Center on the GVSU Allendale Campus.

than 1,700 students annually in the
Eyes Wide Open event Take Back the
Night, which began in 2002.
Their mission, “to create meaning

\JBua/ or K ent ft&m/
The only rental option at Grand Valley.

dent for Facilities Planning, said the .
building has not yet been funded, and
that the university is waiting for the
project’s state funding to be approved
by the Michigan legislature before it
begins construction.
“This proposed building has been
a recurring request to the State of
Michigan for capital project fund
ing,” Moyer said.
Bachmeier confirmed that the sci
ence building is mainly a state-funded
project, but added that the university
is expected to match 25 percent of the
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ful learning around gender and to ad
vocate for gender justice through the
SEE ANNIVERSARY, A3
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NEWS BRIEFS
Lubbers Stadium construction begins
In an effort to increase capacity at Lubbers Stadi
um, work began recently to lower the football field
by eight feet, turning the 8,500-seat stadium into a
temporary sandbox. The work will increase seating
capacity by 2,500 and allow for the installation of ar
tificial turf.The spring football game will also have to
be moved due to construction, but the project is ex
pected to be completed for the fall.

Rapid buses extend hours
for night workers downtown

Faculty, staff wanted for GV Relay for Life
Grand Valley State University's annual Re
lay For Life, scheduled for April 13, is looking for
faculty and staff members to form their own or
join existing teams for the 12-hour team event.
Sponsored by the student group Colleges Against
Cancer, raised more than $100,000 last year for the
American Cancer Society.
For more information on the university's Relay For
Life event, visit www.relayforlifegvsu.com.
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.

Route 50 adds evening stops at Central Station Monday through Friday
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plan, which was adopted in June 2010
and was largely based on input from
the public.
The plan also includes the creation
of the Silver Line, a bus rapid transit
system that is expected to be com
pleted in 2014. The Silver Line will
run along Division Avenue in Grand
Rapids and will allow riders to get to
their destinations faster and with more
convenience.
Due to an increase in riders, anoth
er BRT line, called the Laker Line, is
currently being planned to replace the
Route 50.
The Rapid announced that addi
tional route changes will take effect
August 2012.
For more information on The Rapid
schedules and hours, visit www.ridetherapid.org.
To view the GVSU bus schedule,
visit www.gvsu.edu/bus.
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The Rapid Board in May 2011, which
increased The Rapid’s funds to initiate
projects laid out in its 20-year Transit
he Rapid bus system is extending Mission Plan to improve the bussing
its downtown bussing schedule system. The extension of bus hours
to accommodate late night work comes at no cost to the university.
ers after receiving several requests “(The extension) provides easier ac
cess to the entire Rapid network,” said
from frequent riders.
The new hours, which started on Mark Rambo, operations manager for
Jan. 9, extend the schedule on seven of Pew Campus Operations.
Rambo said The Rapid is also add
the bus routes until 11:15 p.m. Mon
day through Friday and until 10 p.m. ing a new bus to the cycle so riders’
schedules will not conflict with the
on Saturday.
“I work at a party store, so the lon new hours.
“We want to keep that same fre
ger hours will be much more conve
nient for me when I work late at night,” quency,” he said.
Informational panels will be placed
said freshman Alexa Vaught.
For Grand Valley State Univer at stops around the metropolitan Grand
sity’s Route 50, the primary change is Rapids area so that riders can check the
a scheduled stop at the Rapid Central new bussing schedules and give feed
Station on weekdays between 6:45 back to The Rapid.
Peter Varga, CEO of The Rapid, said
p.m. and 12:30 a.m.
Jennifer Kalczuk, spokeswoman in a press release that these changes are
for The Rapid, said the changes were some of the first steps in completing
made possible by a millage passed by The Rapid’s 20-year transit mission
BY SAMANTHA BELCHER
GVL STAFF WRITER
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GVL / Dylan Graham
Along for the ride:The Rapid stops outside of GVSU's Kirkhof Center.The Rapid will not only extend its hours in downtown Grand
Rapids, but GVSU's Route 50 will now make stops the Rapid Central Station on weekdays between 6:45 p.m. and 12:30 a.m.
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continued from A1

continued from A1

state funds.
However, GVSU of
ficials have been setting
funds away for a while,
Bachmeier said.
“If we got the go-ahead
from the state, we could
probably have this build
ing up in 30 months,” he
said. “At this point, it’s up
to the legislature and when
they will take it up.”
Bachmeier said GVSU
officials first submitted the
building proposal to the
state when former Gov.
Jennifer Granholm was in
office, and has been wait
ing ever since.
Despite its already long
life in the state proposal
queue, the program may
not be approved for a few
more years, Bachmeier
said. However, he added
that it is highly probable
that the project will be
authorized within the next
five years.
The finance adminis
trator confirmed that the
new building, planned to
be located south of the
Fieldhouse and across the
road from Padnos, would
mainly house biology lab
oratories, classrooms and
offices.
“A couple of academic
programs will be relocated
to the new building giving
those programs the addi
tional teaching spaces, and
the relocation will allow us
to expand classroom and
lab spaces for the other sci
ence departments remain-'
ing in the existing build
ing,” Menon said.
Moyer added that the
university is primarily
in need of additional lab
space.
“The proposed build
ing is intended to address a
long standing bottleneck in
the scheduling of required
labs for several of the sci
ence programs,” he said.
“The university has maxi
mized its use of available
lab resources. The affected
labs in biology are sched
uled to the point that we
are giving lab support staff
very little time to prepare a
lab for the incoming class.
And students have a slight
aversion to lab sessions
that are scheduled very late
at night.”
University officials in
tend to give the new build
ing a similar structure to
that of Padnos Hall of Sci
ence, where labs and class
rooms are in close prox
imity to faculty offices,
Moyer said.
“If approved and con
structed, the proposed
project would help sub

education, engagement and
empowerment of women
"I think we are continuing to
students and the greater
just create space for student
GVSU community," sleeps
to become their fullest selves
beneath all of the work done
and gender equality is a part
at the Women’s Center.
of that. So party of it is about
“Gender justice has been
at the core of work,” Kow
individual development and
alski Braun said.
recognizing that the univer
Right now, the center
sity has created a space for
is wrapping up their 10th
Anniversary speaker series
students to grow personally."
with associate professor
i
of women’s studies Anna
Louis Keating’s speech on
MARLENE KOWALSKI BRAUN
women and spiritual activ
WOMEN'S CENTER DIRECTOR
ism.
In addition, the Women’s
Center is in the process of
producing a video as well
as an “Our Stories” series ///////////////////////////////////////// ,,
that will tell the stories of
students, faculty, staff and plaque that will hang in the fullest selves, and gender
identity and gender equality
community that have been Women’s Center.
touched by the Women’s
The Women’s Center is is a part of that.” Kowalski
Center at their March event, also in the process of pro Braun said. “So part of it
EqualiTEA.
ducing an annual report, is about individual devel
This year, the group has with an anticipated finish- opment and recognizing
founded the Women’s Cen date of Feb. 20, which that the university has cre
ter Enrichment Circle, es Kowalski Braun said will ated a space for students to
tablished to aid in providing help tell the Women’s Cen grow personally. But since
the center with the financial ter’s story through first we’re also so closely tied
resources to help support hand accounts, news stories to the academic mission,
plans coming up in the next written about the center and we’ve been able to educate
10 years. A $1,000 dona updates on their various on and advocate on gender is
sues in society on a broader
tion inducts an individual and off-campus initiatives.
“I think we are continu spectrum.”
into the Women’s Center
managingeditor@
Enrichment Circle, and will ing to just create space for
lanthorn.com
be recognized on a glass students to become their
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Courtesy Photo / gvsu.edu

Planning ahead: Jim Bachmeier (pictured), assistant vice

ACES

president of finance and administration, said as long as the
state approves the funding, Grand Valley State University
could see the addition of a new science building in around 30
months.The university has been waiting for approval from the
state since former Gov. Jennifer Granholm was in office, and
still may have to wait a few more years.

continued from A1

“I can understand why, Al
lendale isn’t a place with
stuff to do on the weekend,”
Springli said. “That number
doesn’t surprise me.”
The survey also said 12
percent of GVSU students
self-reported using marijua
na in the past 30 days, lower
than the national average of
17 percent.
Deitrich said the mari
juana usage numbers did
not seem reflective of what
she has seen during her time
at GVSU.
“It’s sad, but I feel like
everybody here smokes
pot.”
The survey will be ad
ministered again during the
winter semester in a contin
ued effort to track Alcohol
and drug use at the univer
sity.
“I feel from having been
at the University of Nevada
and at community college
out west, I’m surprised by
the low level of drug use out
here,” Springli said. “I go to
very few parties here where
marijuana is available, back
home in Idaho it seems to
be everywhere.”
Education and awareness:

'////////////////////////////////////////

"The university has
maximized its use of available
lab resources.The affected
labs in biology are scheduled
to the point that we are giving
lab support staff very little
time to prepare a lab for the
incoming class. And students
have a slight aversion to lab
sessions that are schedule
very late at night"

JAMES MOYER
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR
FACILITIES PLANNING

'/////////////////////////////////////M
stantially in the univer
sity’s efforts to afford all
students an opportunity to
complete their basic re
quirements on a schedule

that allows them to gradu
ate in four years,” Moyer
said.

assistantnews@
lanthorn.com

news @ lanthorn .com
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Support

GVSU

GVL Archive

Eric Klingensmith, coordinator
for GVSU's ACES program, teaches a classroom of students
about the effects of alcohol consumption and drug use.
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EDITORIAL

Room to breathe

A new building for science courses at GV would be in line with Snyder's education goals
sk any student or professor you
meet, and they'll tell you the same
thing: at Grand Valley State Univer
sity, space is tight.
Ask the administrators, and they’ll tell
you the same thing. At 123 square feet of
space per student, excluding living areas,
GVSU has only half the average space per
student in the state, a shortcoming university
officials credit to GVSU’s enrollment boom
in recent decades. New academic buildings
are both expensive and time-consuming to
construct, and the state’s slash-and-bum at

titude toward its higher education budget has
only increased the hurdles universities face
when looking to expand their campuses.
While the project would eat up some of
the state’s limited funds for higher educa
tion, its construction would fit perfectly in
line with education goals that Gov. Rick
Snyder (R) laid out earlier this year when he
called for universities to produce more stu
dents in in-demand majors like nursing and
engineering, both of which base a significant
portion of their core curriculum in the sci
ences. While GVSU has been seeing rapidly

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

growing numbers of students in sciencerelated majors, which could be a boon if
the state switches to a performance-based
model of education funding, that interest
means nothing if GVSU can’t provide the
necessary classrooms and lab buildings to
accommodate those students.
In past decades it was the norm for the
state to bear the majority of construction
costs for new university buildings, but today
a request to fund 75 percent of a new con
struction project for GVSU is a tall order,
and one that puts the university in a posi

tion where there is little else to do but wait.
Despite having enough funds to pay for their
portion of the project, nothing can move
forward until the state makes a decision on
the project that was initially proposed to
the legislature under former Gov. Jennifer
Granholm’s reign, a decision officials hope
will come within the next five years.
Until then, whether the state acknowl
edges it or not, GVSU is going to keep
expanding. Science-related majors will keep
growing in popularity, and the need for more
space is only going to increase.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY DAN SILLS

Are drugs and alcohol a significant
part of the GVSU experience?

rr
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"(They) are a major part of the
GVSU experience. Everyone is
either using them or know many
people that are. Hopefully this is
an issue that can be helped."

JASMINE MURPHY
Freshman
Biomedical sciences
Chicago

"(They) are a significant part of
the GVSU expefience due to cu
riosity, social image and parties,
students tend to use drugs and
alcohol in mass amounts."

JALYNN FRYE
Freshman
Biomedical sciences
Chicago

"I don't feel drugs are significant
on campus from my extfflrjarae.
but they are a part of alcohol on
campus even without parties.

dsills^ lanthorn.com

Fighting the apathy of resolutions

WILLIAM PROSTEN
Sophomore
Accounting
Adrian, Mich.

"While no one I know would
come to GVSU to party, there are
plenty of off-campus apartments
that have regular parties. "

KATIE SHEROSKI
Senior
Accounting
Flint, Mich.

"Absolutley not. Why would any
one waste such a great opportu
nity in life by using drugs?"

STEVEN CASH
Sophomore
Biomedical sciences
Clearwater, Fla.

BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

It’s still fairly early in
January and I want to take
this time to share some of my
New Year’s resolutions with
the students of Grand Valley
State University.
Making resolutions is
atypical for me, not because
I have nothing to change —
with my winning personality
and buff physique — but
because I know how un
motivated 1 can be when it
comes to making drastic life
alterations.
Yet, since graduation is
at the end of this semester,
this could likely be one of
the most important years of
my life. As such, I want to

make the most of it and can
only achieve that by setting
myself a number of goals for
this year. These aren’t the
usual “lose weight” or “go to
the gym” or “take a shower”
ones because everyone picks
those. Also, I’ve already lost
weight and gone to the gym
this year.
These repetitive resolu
tions are the easiest to break;
you keep going to the gym
until you miss one day, and
then one day becomes two
until it snowballs into an
entire year. Due to that fact
— and the fact that it’s hard
to snowball anything with
the amount of snow we’ve
received this year — these
are my alternative resolu
tions:
RESOLUTION 1: Stop
hating things. It may surprise
people, but I’m a big ol’ hater
(h8r to the younger genera
tion, who apparently com
municate via algebra). I hate
a lot of things for no reason

besides the brief satisfac
tion of loathing. However,
perpetual abhorrence to the
world is not the most attrac
tive trait, so I’ll tone it down
for the sake of others.
RESOLUTION 2: Buy
some kind of day plan
ner. Whether it’s a 25-cent
booklet or a BlackBerry
(one of these may be out
of my price range), 1 need
something to keep my life in
order. Somehow, scribbling
assignments on the back of
my hand wasn’t as effective
of a system as I had planned.
I’m sure I made a note to
purchase a solution at some
point, and then acciden
tally erased my hand and,
therefore, my memory with
a quick shower. (Oh no, I
ruined the joke from earlier!)

RESOLUTION 3:
Use Wikipedia less, read
books more. Seriously, it’s a
problem.
RESOLUTION 4: Get a
bigger bed. The area where

I sleep is the size of an iPad
and it’s not very comfort
able for my 6’3” body.
Girls hate it too (they have
their reasons). When I get a
new place, my first order of
business is bed-buying. Or
I can put a couple of twins
together, but that would just
take up more space on an
already tiny bed.
One of the easiest things
to do in life is to set goals,
and it’s one of the hardest
things to complete them.
I mean, when I was little,
I wanted to be a dinosaur
astronaut (any way you read
that would be accurate). And
while I’m mature now (I’m
more flexible on the “astro
naut” part), I still don’t know
how to follow through. This
overwhelming apathy can be
daunting, but I’m fighting to
overcome it. 2014 could be a
great year for me — wait, it’s
2012?! Okay, I’m buying a
planner right now.

cslattery@ lanthorn xom
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BY KEVIN

GVL OPINION POLICY

VANANTWERPEN

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley 1 .anthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community Student opinions
dp not reflect those of the Grand
Yalley lanthorn
The Grand Valley lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns.and
phone responses,
letters must include the author's
name and he accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. letters will
he checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columas
for length restrictions and clarity
All letters must he typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may he
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessanly represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

GVL COLUMNIST

I have a guilty pleasure.
Sometimes, on those nights
when nobody’s home, I bring
my computer into my bed
room and I turn off the lights.
Then I cuddle up under the
blankets, and I type “pluggedin.com" into Google Chrome.
No, it’s not pom. But it is
pretty funny.
Pluggedin .am is a “Focus ’
on the Family” website which
busts reviews of film, televi
sion. music and video games.
Only they don’t review the
quality of the artwcrk like
most publications — instead.

the purpose of Pluggedin.com
is to “shine a light on popular
entertainment .” How do they
do this? By watching a film,
and scouring it for negative
social content from a religious
perspective (and occasionally
praising positive content, such
as the factuality of the demonic
possession and exorcism in
“The Devil Inside”), then
writing a “quality report” of
sorts to examine how likely the
film is to corrupt you. Oh, and
believe me — they can find
something you should fear in
any film.
This is a website that lists
Simba and Nala’s nuzzles
and licks in “The Lion King”
as “sexual content ” This is a
website list’s Alvin’s use of
“gosh” in “Alvin & the Chip
munks” as “crude or profane
language”
Frequently, the site’s ar
ticles complain about violence,
dishonest conduct and sexual

immorality. It lists those things
as negative content, suggesting
that their mere presence can
soil your moral stamina.
There’s a point I think the
crew at Pluggedin are missing,
and it’s not “guns and sex are
fun!” Art imitates life.
For instance. I’m a huge
fan of the TV series “How
I Met Your Mother.” In the
show, Neil Patrick Harris plays
a smooth talking, woman
izing playboy named Barney
Stinson who, at least at the
outset of the series, cannot
see women as relationship
partners, and instead just as
prey for his one night stands
(and a good portion of the
senes’jokes are based around
the extravagant lengths Barney
will go in order to get a girl
into bed).
The Pluggedin corn review
of the show refers to Barney as
“an excuse to wrap funny in a
soiled blanket "

But through the show’s
story arc, Barney is seen to
slowly realize that he is ca
pable of being in a relationship
(despite how often he ridicules
his friends for their emotional
dependence). In between bouts
of no-strings-attached sex,
occasionally Barney is love
struck — something he swore
would never happen. Eventu
ally it is revealed via flash
forward that his wedding is not
far in the future.
This is character develop
ment. This is art imitating life.
It shows a flawed, immature
character growing and matur
ing.
Contrary to Pluggedin.
corn’s concerns, this sort of
story telling isn’t going to
corrupt your morals — it’s
simply giving you an accurate
perspective of real life.
kvanantwerpenQ
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Student Senate hosting political forum tonight
y/////////////////////f

BY LIZZY BALBOA
■GVL NEWS EDITOR

he Political Affairs Com
mittee of the Grand Valley
State University Student
Senate will host several
local government figures in a po
litical forum tonight.
State Rep. Dave Agema (RGrandville), State Sen. Arlan
Meekhof (R-Grandville) and Greg
VanWoerkom, district coordinator
for U.S. Rep. Bill Huizenga (R),
will visit GVSU to discuss various
political issues with GVSU stu
dents, faculty and staff.
; “There are key decisions being
made at the local, state, and na
tional level that students need to be
well informed about,” said Trevor
Tenbrink, chair of the Student Sen
ate Political Affairs committee.
2To have our local leaders commit
to spending time with Grand Val
ley students is a privilege.”
Tenbrink said the forum will al
low students to connect with local
leaders and learn more about gov
ernment issues.
The representatives in atten
dance will soon be called to con
sider bills that would greatly affect
higher education institutions in the
state, including GVSU.
During the upcoming House
session, the State House of Repre
sentatives will be discussing House
Bill 5000 to determine whether
a statewide university governing
system will be implemented in
Michigan.
The State Senate will also con
sider bills concerning GVSU, like
House Bill 4496, which would al
ow community colleges to grant

After NH,"

"There are key
decisions being
made at the local,
state and national
level that students
need to be well
informed about.
To have our local
leaders commit
to spending time
with Grand Valley
students is a
privilege."

TREVOR TENBRINK
CHAIR, STUDENT
SENATE POLITICAL
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Courtesy Photo / gvsu.edu
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Meet the senators: Members of the Grand Valley State University Student Senate (pictured) are bringing local
representatives to campus today. Top row, from left: Nick Girimont, Dave Pacini, Jack lott, Nick Ryder, Brennen
Gorman andTrevorTenBrink. Bottom row, from left: Greg King, Natalie Cleary and Alexandra Zimmer.

certain Bachelor’s degrees and
thereby draw students away from
programs offered by universities.
“We as students need to take a
stand, not only for our future, but
for the issues that face us every
day,” Tenbrink said.
Students will be able to present
their concerns and ask questions
about government proceedings
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in the Pere
Marquette Room of the Kirkhof
Center.
For more information about
Student Senate activities, visit
www.gvsu.edu/studentsenate.

C/4.1++D

WHEN:
Thursday, 6 to 7:30 p.m.

WHO:
State Rep. Dave Agema (R-Grandville)
State Sen. Arlan Meekhof
(R-Grandville)
Greg VanWoerkom, District
Coordinator for U.S. Rep. Bill
Huizenga (R)

WHERE:
Pere Marquette Room,
Kirkhof Center

news @ lanthorn .com
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in lead, GVSU expert says
GV NEWS AND INFO

Two early political con
tests and two first place wins
have made former Mas
sachusetts governor Mitt
Romney an early favorite
for the Republican nomina
tion for this fall’s presiden
tial election.
Grand Valley State Uni
versity political science
professor Erika King said a
second win in New Hamp
shire following a narrow
win in Iowa puts Romney in
the lead.
“It doesn’t automatically
guarantee that he’s going
to be the Republican nomi
nee, but at this point there
doesn’t seem to be a single
strong challenger to him
winning the nomination,”
King said.
That lack of a challenger
could be significant as the
race for the nomination con
tinues. King said two differ
ent second place winners in
the first two contests, com
bined with the fact that it’s
not likely one will emerge
from either primary in
South Carolina or Florida,
will benefit Romney’s cam
paign.
“The more his opponents
within the Republican party
remain divided and stay in
the race, the better it is for
him,” King said.
Former Utah governor
John Huntsman had a dis

REPUBLICAN
Courtesy Photo / foxnews.com

Frontrunner:

Former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney (pictured) is now in the lead for the
Republican presidential nomination after strong performances in the Iowa and New Hampshire
primaries, said Erika King, GVSU professor and an election expert. Romney also ran in 2008.
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appointing finish in New
Hampshire, despite putting
more resources and time
into the campaign there than
most. King said his finish
doesn’t mean the death of
his campaign, but it is a big
problem.
King also suggested that
it’s not likely to see candi
dates drop out before the
South Carolina primary, but
anyone who fares poorly
there or in Florida will like
ly be the next to call it quits
on the campaign trail.
"I don’t think we’ll see
any more winnowing of

the candidates before South
Carolina.” King said. “I
don’t think candidates who
are in the race right now
want to give up just yet.”
King did say that as
Romney’s candidacy bid be
comes stronger, he’s moving
more toward language in his
speeches that caters to not
only Republicans, but inde
pendents and some Demo
crats as well. She said it’s
part of testing out messages
that could be used during
the general election cycle
if he were to get the GOP
nomination.

NOW ACCEPTING YourSpace SUBMISSIONS
-Faculty columns
-Letters to the editor
-Artwork
-Short stories
-Poetry
Email Submissions to editorial@lanthorn.com.
Please include the title and 100 words about the piece.
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Former Laker competes
in NFL playoffs
Former Grand Valley
State University All-Amer
ican defensive lineman
Dan Skuta, who currently
plays as a linebacker for
the Cincinatti Bengals, saw
action in an NFL playoff
game for the first time in
his career on Jan. 7
As a senior at GVSU in
2008, Skuta recorded 48
total tackles, 11.5 sacks and
one interception.
After his days as a Laker,
he made the move from a I
lineman to a linebacker; he
has worn a Bengals jersey
for the past three seasons.
Skuta tallied 31 tack
les this season, including
one in the Bengals' 31-10
playoff loss to the Houston
Texans.

Taylor earns GLIAC
Player of the Week
Junior forward Briauna Taylor was tabbed as
the GLIAC North Division
Player of the Week after
leading the Grand Valley
State University women's
basketball team to a pair
of road victories.
Taylor
dropped
12
points and three assists in
a 50-48 win over Saginaw
Valley State University.
On Saturday, she re
corded her seventh career
double-double with 19
points and 10 rebounds.
The junior went 6-for-13
from the floor and knocked
down a trio of trifectas.
On the season, Taylor
leads the Lakers with 13.6
points and 6.1 rebounds
per game.
GVSU will be back in
action on Saturday against
Hillsdale College at 6 p.m.
in the Fieldhouse Arena.

'////////////////////^
GVSU

SCHEDULE
M. TRACK AND FIELD
Friday Bob Eubanks
Open, 3 p.m.
Saturday Bob Eubanks
Open, 9 a.m.

\

M. TRACK AND FIELD
Friday Bob Eubanks
Open, 3 p.m.
Saturday Bob Eubanks
Open, 9 a.m.
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BASKETBALL

LAKERS LOOK TO BUILD
MOMENTUM IN SEASON
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

A strong start and rough fin
ish was the story of the Grand
Valley State University men’s
basketball team’s season in

2010.
The team began the season
15-2, but injuries and incon
sistency stifled their efforts in
the second half and the Lakers
missed the NCAA Tournament
for the first time since the 200405 season.
This year, the Lakers (9-5,
5-2 GLIAC) currently sit in
second place in the GLIAC
North, and have had their fair
share of triumphs and defeats,
including Wednesday’s 63-59
loss to Northwood University.
Whether it be the 70-67 loss
to then-No. 1 ranked Bellarmine University in November or
the 70-68 victory over GLIAC
favorite Michigan Technologi
cal University in December, the
team is taking shape as the sea
son progresses.
Part of that shaping, accord
ing to junior guard Tony Peters,
is that chemistry between team
mates has been good through
out the first half of the seaspn.
“I think it’s coming along
just fine,” said Peters, who av
erages 5.5 points per game off
the bench. “It is a lot different
because of the new faces, but
we’ve had plenty of time to
practice. We still have a long
way to go, but we’ve also come
a long way.”
Although the team has had
its ups and downs, the infusion
of new players has worked it
self into a positive. After losing
five rotation players from last
year’s team, head coach Ric
Wesley has worked new play
ers in smoothly.

“The guys that are returning
have really pulled together, and
I think we have a pretty good
group of veterans that are very
close,” Wesley said. “We have
good team chemistry, so we
might not have quite the luxury
we’ve had in terms of depth and
veterans, but at the same time,
I think our chemistry and our
commitment will be better.”
Those new players range
from 6-foot-8,3-point shooting
freshman forward Ben Lanning
to junior guard Josh Anderson,
the son of former NBA player
Nick Anderson.
While the
team’s offense has struggled
this year, those two — plus
forwards Tyrone Lee and Ryan
Sabin — have also contributed
in ways outside of production
on the court.
“One big thing that I like
about the newcomers is that we
all have the same goal: we want
to win,” said senior center Nick
Wadell. “We all go hard at prac
tice, and we all go at each other
at practice and it shows on the
court because we’re all one big
family.”
Waddell, who lost almost 30
pounds this offseason, and se
nior guard James Thomas have
carried the offense this season.
Along with Waddell’s increased
productivity both scoring and
rebounding the ball, Thomas’
average of 15 points per game
paces the team and ranks No.
II in the GLIAC.
Junior point guard Breland
Hogan also returns, and team
mates said he has taken on
more of a leadership role and is
playing as more of a traditional,
ball-distributing game.
“We really need him to have
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is that we all
have the same
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NICK WADDELL
SENIOR CENTER
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a great year for us,” Wesley
said. “He’s going on his third
year starting, he has worked
extremely hard and I think he
feels really comfortable in what
we do as well as what his role
is - I think he’s really ready to
have a great season.”
Hogan has played well for
the Lakers, averaging 10.8
points, 3.8 rebounds and a
team-high three assists per
game, teaming with Thomas to
form one of the GLLAC’s top
backcourt duos.
Coming off a X-X win/
loss over Northwood Uni
versity last night, the Las
ers will look to continue
the conference season in
a home game against
No. 18 Hillsdale Col
lege on Saturday at
8 p.m. in the Fieldhouse Arena.

1

GVL / Robert Mathews

On the lookout: JuniorTony Peters looks

sports @
lanthorn £om

to pass to his teammate during Wednesday
night's loss to Northwood University, 63-59.

BASKETBALL

Experience, size key for Lakers down the stretch
BY STEPHANIE DEIBLE
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

W. TRACK AND FIELD
Friday Bob Eubanks
Open, 3 p.m.
Saturday Bob Eubanks
Open, 9 a.m.
M. SWIMMING AND
DIVING
Saturday vs. Findlay,
1 p.m.
W. SWIMMING AND
DIVING
Saturday vs. Findlay,
1 p.m.
W. BASKETBALL
Saturday vs. Hillsdale,
6 p.m.
M. BASKETBALL
Saturday vs. Hillsdale,
8 p.m.

GVL / Eric Coulter

Eye on the priae: Junior BriaunaTaylor drives to
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the ball to the basket during Wednesday night's
game. The Lakers won, 52-47, against Northwood.

Combining experience, size and a few first-year
players wflo are eager to contribute on the court
could be a recipe for success for the Grand Valley
State University women’s basketball team in 2012.
Returning 10 players from a team that advanced
to the NCAA Tournament a season ago, the Lakers
have a variety of options at their disposal on both
ends of the floor. The team demonstrated those
strengths Wednesday night, defeating Northwood
University 52-47 to bring their record to 8-7, 5-3
GLIAC.
“It’s a lot of fun knowing we have people who
can score from anywhere on the floor,” said sopho
more guard Kellie Watson. “You know that if you
drop it to Alex (Stefox) at the top of the key she
can score from there, you got Brittany (Taylor) who
can rip and go from out top. and Briauna (Taylor)
who can score from the inside. We just have a lot of
people who are threats all over the floor.”
The roster includes balance, with Division II
honorable mention All-Americans Stelfox and
Briauna Taylor along with fifth-year senior Kara
Crawford and Watson, a transfer from the Univer
sity of Notre Dame.
With a mid-season suspension due to disciplin
ary reasons ending the year for senior point guard
Jasmine Padin, the GVSU offense will look to
freshman Meryl Cripe and Watson to run the of
fense.

“Both young ladies are strong guards who want
to make each other and their teammates better,” said
GVSU head coach Janel Burgess. “It’s a great thing
for the rest of team; I think they feel very comfort
able and composed.”
Although experience and the play of Watson and
Cripe will be a factor in helping the Lakers make
strides toward the GLIAC Tournament, GVSU will
also look to take advantage of its size. The Lakers
only have one player on their roster under 5-foot-9.
“We’re going to have to use it to our advantage,”
said Burgess. “We’re going to have to rebound well
and understand that defensively, we’re not going to
be; a pressure type team, we’re going to be a contain
penetration, inside out type of team. Offensively,
when we are able to move the ball we should be
able to have a strong inside presence.”
Watson, who played in all 31 games as a fresh
man for the Fighting Irish and was named Miss
Basketball of Michigan in 2008, will look to sta
bilize the team’s inside-out ball movement with
her ability to step in and knock down long-range
shots. The redshirt sophomore has a team-leading
23 3-pointers this season.
“We have a good outside threat with Watson as
a shooter.” Burgess said. “Then we’ve got Briauna
Taylor. Dam (Crandall) and Brianna Kellogg who
continue to find their identity from the three-point
line and beyond.”
The Lakers will square off with Hillsdale Col
lege at 6 pm. on Saturday in the Fieldhouse Arena.

assistantsports @ lanthorn rom
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Lakers look to extend 19-game win streak against Oakland
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD
GVL STAFF WRITER

t is difficult to imagine
a more successful sea
son than the one that the
Grand Valley State Univer
sity Division II hockey club
is currently experiencing.
After an uneven start dur
ing their first month, which
earned the team a loss, a
win, and a tie, the Lakers
(20-2-1) have surged, win
ning all but one of their
October games and are cur
rently riding a 19-game win
ning streak, which the team
has seldom equaled in their
history.
“This is, by far, the larg
est winning streak I’ve ever
been a part of,” said senior
forward Brad Keough. “Ev
eryone is playing hard and
everyone knows what they
have to do. The execution
has been there, and it’s been
working out for us.”
After defeating every op
ponent that came their way
in the past two and a half
months, including tradition
ally powerful Division I
teams like Western Michi
gan and Davenport univer
sities, the Lakers are now
approaching the final stretch Hot shot: A GVSU hockey team
of their season, which prom
ises to provide greater chal
lenges than anything the guys flying towards the goal
team has seen thus far.
without caring that they’re
“Nobody thinks that out-numbered, but we play
we’re this invincible team, a good defensive game.”
but I think we’re where we
In this month alone, the
need to be in order to suc team will face six top-tier
ceed,” Keough said. “Our schools, such as Michigan
full-team defense is holding State, Central Michigan,
us together, and everyone and Ohio State universities,
helps out. Some teams send which will try their best to

I
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GVL / Eric Coulter
member takes a shot on the awaiting goalie during practice.The Lakers will face off next against Division I Oakland University.

steal the Lakers’ thunder.
“We’re all anxious and
excited because we want to
keep the winning streak go
ing,” said junior defender
Craig Marrett. “We can’t be
cocky. We beat Davenport,
so you might think we can
walk over everyone, but
it’s the complete opposite.

Everyone’s going to want
to defeat us now, so that’s
going to make it that much
harder for us.”
The Lakers play next at
home on Sunday against the
Oakland University Griz
zlies (14-9-1), winners of
the 2007 Division I Nation
al Championships, and the

game looks to be the most
difficult of the regular sea
son for the team.
Despite the challenges,
the Lakers agree that with
teamwork and some addi
tional practices under their
belt, they should be able to
take on the best-of-the-best
and rise to the top.

“I think that we will keep
playing to the best of our
ability this season,” said
freshman forward Brad Wil
helm. “We have to practice
hard, and that will allow us
to stay calm and go out there
and win.”

jvanzytveld@ lanthorn .com
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Endurance:

Senior Justin Pattermann swims his way to the head of the pack. Last year, the men’s team finished seventh and the women's team finished ninth. GVSU has three regular season meets left.
ft 4

Record-breaking start propels GV toward post-season
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER
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Records have been con
stantly dropping for the
GVSU men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams
this season, helping them
to position them in first and
second place, respectively, in
the GLIAC standings.
They’re making their
best times at the right time
of the year, heading into the
GLIAC championships and
nationals, where the team
hopes to bring home more
success.
“Our focus is on staying
healthy and gearing up for
the conference and nation
als,” said head coach Andy
Boyce. “We’ll start cutting
back on our training and we
will rest for the GLLACs, and
after GLIACs we will build
back up for nationals.”
The GVSU women (6-4,
3-1 GLIAC) and the GVSU
men (8-2, 3-0 GLIAC) have
rewritten the record books
this year, and neither team
js looking to stop anytime
soon. •
“School records have
fallen left and right,” Boyce
said. “This year, 12 school
records have been set. We’re
looking to have a lot of new

v

records on the board going
into conference and nation
als.
The Lakers are looking
to continue their recent trend
of finishing in the top 10
at nationals, a feat they’ve
repeated for the past three
years. This year, the Lakers
are ranked fourth in both the
men’s and women’s national
rankings.
“Last year, the men fin
ished seventh and the wom
en finished ninth,” Boyce
said. “We should be right up
in there with the top 10 again
this year.”
Boyce cites the Calvin
Invitational as one of the im
portant meets of the season
thus far. The three-day event,
which began Dec. 1, tested
the Lakers’ endurance and
strength. The women took
first overall on their side with
980 points, and the men were
victorious as well, tallying
1,183 points.
“The Calvin Invitational
was a nice mid-way point
for us to see where we are
at,” Boyce said. “We posted
some extremely fast times at
that meet.”
However, for the men’s
team one of the biggest con
fidence builders may have
come from a loss. Earlier in

the seasqp, the men fell t6
Division I Michigan State
University by one point, and
have used this meet as an in
spiration to improve.
“We all swam real fast arid
we came within one point of
beating a Big 10 opponent,”
said senior David HayhovV.
“I think by not beating them,
it helped motivate us to work
harder. We always think
back to losing by one poirit
to Michigan State and I think
that meet really helped bring
the team together.”
The women expect their
work ethic to pay off with big
dividends. GVSU’s women
are hoping that the chemis
try they developed so far this
season will carry over to the
GLIAC and national meets.”
“Our team is really con
fident,” said junior Kelsey
Vermeer. “We’ve been pre
paring very hard over the
past weeks and months and
we have a great group of girls
who work well together. I’m
really excited to see what we
can do this year.”
GVSU has three swim
meets left to prepare for the
GLIAC championships. The
first meet takes place Satup
day at 1 p.m. against Findlay
in Allendale.
^
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With championship successes behind them.
Lakers strive, train for more triumphs in 2012
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

hampionships are the foun
dation of sporting success,
and the three-time national
champion Grand Valley State
versity women’s track and field
team seems to have found the secret
formula, and that formula some
thing the men’s side will continue
to strive for this indoor season.
After winning National Cham
pionships in cross country, indoor
track and field and outdoor track
and field last year, the women’s
team feels it may be a lost season if
the team does not capture a secondstraight indoor track and field Na
tional Championship this winter.
“With all the talent on the team,
everyone is really focusing and be
lieving that we can do it again,” said
redshirt freshman distance runner
Hannah Osborn. “With everyone
in uniform, there is a lot of talent.
From meet to meet, we should be
at the top of the competition.”
Oq the men’s side, when talk is
directed to what they want to ac
complish this indoor season, the
first word spoken is “trophy.”
“One of our goals this season is
to get a trophy at the national lev
el,” said sophomore sprinter Logan
Hoffman. “The guys started off re
ally strong in the^fall. Obviously,
we want to dominate at the con
ference level, as we have, and we
want to keep that up. Then we want
to progress that toward the national
level like the women have.”
For both squads, outstanding
performances in December at the
GVSU Laker Early Bird, as well
as the GVSU Holiday Open, have
catapulted the team to hot starts.
“I think we were solid in Decem
ber just getting started,” said Jerry
Baltes, GVSU men’s and women’s
track and field head coach. “We
had some positive results in the
first December meet with the dis

C
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National champions: Senior Jeff Nordquist rounds the corner during a past meet.The GVSU women's cross country, indoor track and field and outdoor
track and field teams took home national championships last year. On Friday, the men and women's teams will host the GVSU Bob Eubanks Open.

tance kids and in the second meet,
our sprinters had some real strong
results. Now it is just about getting
back at it and hoping that they put
some work in over the break.”
The men and women will start
off 2012 hosting the GVSU Bob
Eubanks Open on Jan. 13. They
then host the Mike Lints Alumni
Open on Jan. 20 before heading to
Bloomington, Ind., to partake in
the Indiana University Relays on
Jan. 27 and 28.
Both teams will also travel to
Saginaw Valley State University
on Feb. 3 before hosting the GVSU
Big Meet on Feb. 10 and 11. Final
ly, the Lakers will host the GVSU
Tune-up on Feb. 17, serving as the
final preparation
and
NCAA National Ch^mgiflflgjyps
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^ "We had some positive results in thefirstDecember meet with the distance
^
^ kids... Now it is just aboutgetting back at itand hoping that they put some
A
^ work in over the break."
^
JERRY BALTES
GV HEAD COACH

A
%

t////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////A
'
%
letes throughout the whole field. At
each, there will be depth and it will
be good competition for us.”
For the women to repeat as Na
tional Champions and men to reach
the National podium, there are still
numerous steps to polish up before
the March 10 outcome.
“The biggest thing is taking care
of our bodies,” Baltes said. “As the

“We will travel to Indiana Uni
versity and that will be some pretty
good competition there,” Hoffman
said. “It will bring us up against
some Division I opponents and
even some stronger Division II op
ponents. And then the GVSU Big
Meet we host draws a lot of com
petition. It will give us a chance to
compete against higher-level athDODGEBALL

season goes on, there is a lot more
stress with both the season and the
workload. Really just taking care
of the body, getting enough rest
and eating well. We have to do that
stuff in order to compete at a high
level.”

zsepanik @ lanthorn .com
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As nationals near,
revenge fuels Lakers
■Team to face Central Michigan again in April
BY MELANIE HUHN
GVL STAFF WRITER

After falling to Central
Michigan University last
year in the finals of the
National College Dodgeball Association National
Championships, Grand Val
ley State University club
dodgeball team is back for
revenge.
Following a rebuilding
year last season, many play
ers have finally found their
groove and learned from
young mistakes, helping
the team get off to an unde
feated start this season. Af
ter a 7-1 win over Michigan
State University on Dec. 3,
the team feels they’re in the
perfect position to start the
second half of the season.
With the end-of-season
goals in the back of every
one’s minds, junior captain
Mark Trippiedi is looking to
work out a few kinks.
“Our goal for the rest of
the season is all about our
team play,” Trippiedi said.
“The team has become well
rounded. We are taking
these next few matches to
evaluate and find our best
20 players.”
With a deep bench, the
team will worry less about
available players and more
about fine-tuning their fun
damentals. With a new
approach to practice, the
team has been able to work
on different skill sets such
as 2-on-l dodgeball and
catches, which were major
reasons for the loss against

CMU in last year’s champi
onship.
“We are treating the rest
of the season with the same
strategy: to get better each
game,” said Dylan Fettig,
GVSU junior and dodgeball
president. “The different
approach we took this year
in practice has proven to
work out in our benefit and
has given us the advantage
in matches. We just have to
stick to the tactics and stay
focused on the dodgeball
cup and nationals.”
Heading into the second
half of the season, the team
ranks No. 1 in the nation ac
cording to the NCDA, but
the Lakers are used to hav
ing a target on their backs
thanks to four national
championships. Any teams
would love to say they’ve
had an undefeated season,
but a national championship
means more to the Lakers.

“To be able to win a na
tional championship we
have to play mistake free
dodgeball,”
said
Brian
Savelle, GVSU senior and
treasurer. “Eliminate all the
errors and communicate on
the court. Everything has
been going smoothly and
the competition is getting
better and better. We will be
prepared to go all the way
this year.”
They will have a couple
months to perfect their squad
for the Michigan Dodgeball
Cup in February and NCDA
nationals in April, where
they will face rival Central
Michigan again.
The Lakers will be back
in action after a month-long
break this Saturday at the
Chicago Dodgeball Open
hosted by DePaul Univer
sity.

GVL / Eric Coulter

Practice makes perfect: Junior Kenny Bacchus launches a ball at his opponents during practice.
The dodgeball team heads to Chicago this weekend for the Chicago Dodgeball Open.

Your chance to
create the
Homecoming
Tag Line
and Theme

Hwra»«iZ012
Theme. Cmotion

mhuhn@lanthorn.com

Jmm 1-23
Submit your entries at
www gvsu.edu/studentllfe/homecoming/

Mug Shots

Jmm 30 • February 5
Thursday- $4 Long Islands
Friday Closeout Select- $2 U-Call Its

Student voting for Top Five Themes
Past themes have included:
You Put A Spelt on Me - Halloween/Harry Potter Theme
Golden Anniversary - Willy Wonka Theme
Laker Round Up - Western Theme

Saturday- $3 Three-Olives Vodka
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR BRIANA DOOLAN
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GV pop-punk band dreams big, plans for future in music industry
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVLA&E EDITOR

and shows. After that, they hope
their next new addition will be a
recording contract.
IV
A aybe Next Time, a pop“The band’s goals are to
l\ /■ punk/easy core band hopefully get signed first off to
1 V I originally from Zeeland, a small time label, get some ex
Mich., is slowly conquering the posure and take it from there,”
Grand Rapids area and moving on Foster said. “I hope this is some
to bigger things.
thing that eventually takes us
The band, which began as a to a point where we can go on
twosome featuring Grand Rapids tour, play shows, make music.”
Community College student Sam Although playing shows close to
Engelsman and high school senior home is still fun for the group, En
Riley Aalderink on guitars, has gelsman said he thinks the band is
since expanded to include Mark ready to play for some new faces,
Avery on piano and synthesizer meet some new people and experi
as well as two Grand Valley State ence life on the road.
University juniors: bassist Josiah
“It will be a challenge no doubt,
Sarny, drummer Miles Foster and but it is something we want to do,”
vocalist Matthew Grodus, the he said.
band’s most recent addition.
While the men behind Maybe
“We decided to meet up at my Next Time are all unique, they get
house (one night) and we finished along well and say their cohesion
our first song,” Grodus said. “I was is necessary for their success.
then added as the vocalist of the
“Each member brings their own
band. Sam. Riley and I also started influences and style,” Grodus said.
writing lyrics to our second song “We are all brothers and Maybe
and a lot of progress was made. Next Time could not go on without
We were all amped up that night. any of the boys that are in it now. I
It was the start of something real.” can say that confidently.”
They began compiling a real set
Though Foster said the band
list in March of 2011 and held their doesn’t have any big hidden mes
first official full band practice.
sages or teachings in the lyrics,
- “All of our songs are 100 per- Grodus said some of their songs
cent original,” Aalderink said. go deeper than just the sound.
“We are just trying to write songs Take for example, “Awesome
that are upbeat, fun, and relatable Ends With Me,” which deals with
to most people. We look for being overcoming peoples’ judgments
a positive influence through our and perceptions.
music.”
“It is about rising above the neg
In addition to performing. ativity to be who you want to be,”
Maybe Next Time is endorsed by Grodus said. “You only have one
Jupiter Clothing Co., a small com life — be who you want to be.”
pany out of Ohio that provides
The band’s favorite song, “Safe
merchandise and media attention To Say,” is about a girl who, des
for the band.
perate for attention, breaks hearts.
“We have performed in Grand
“This
all
might
sound
Rapids at the MXTP venue with corny, but Maybe Next Time
Hawthorne Heights. The Intersec- writes songs about real life Cirtion and Thfe Pyramid Scheme wifft " currtstaftces;”^'' Grodus
said.
The Wonder Years,” Aalderink And for the members of Maybe
said. “Also at Lemonjello’s in Next Time, their overall mission
Holland and the Elks Lodge in reflects their real life circumstance;
Grand Haven. We hope to perform their chosen path.
at some bigger venues in Grand
“We just want to show people
Rapids, and to soon start playing that they should go after their
shows out of our local area.”
goals and have fun doing it while
This year, the band plans on surrounding yourself with good
releasing a four-song EP and friends that can enjoy the journey
overhauling their image with new with you,” Engelsman said.
shirts, promo pictures, art, songs
arts @ lanthorn .com
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Courtesy Photo / Maybe Next Time
Band of brothers: Local pop-punk/easy core band, Maybe NextTime (pictured) has three members currently
enrolled in GVSU: vocalist Matthew Grodus, bassist Josiah Sarny and drummer Mike Foster. A fourth member,
high school student Riley Aalderink, plans to attend GVSU in the fall.The band originates from Zeeland, Mich.

GR keeps music fans busy
Local music scene offers something for
everyone in this month's concert calendar
BY CHRIS LAFOY
GVL STAFF WRITER

Courtesy Photo / fdotstokes com

Alive and well:

Hip-hop artist F. Stokes (pictured) will be at the Pyramid Scheme in
downtown Grand Rapids on Jan. 25. Other acts coming to the area include country
legend Brad Paisley and the Lemonheads, who appeared in "Wayne’s World 2."

Music fans can find a live show
in Grand Rapids every night of
the week. From local bands play
ing in front of 10 people in a tiny
bar, to the Black Keys on stage
at the sold-out Van Andel Arena,
the shows are out there — fans
just need to find them.
This a brief, by no means
comprehensive, glimpse of what
is on the entertainment calendar
for January in the Grand Rapids
area.
Tonight, the Pyramid Scheme
is hosting Class Actress. The
music that listeners will hear is
a strange mix of 80’s dance and
2000s indie rock, a good choice
for the musically adventurous.
Next Saturday a true blues
legend, Keb’ Mo’, will be play
ing at the Intersection. Mo’ has
a shelf full of Grammys and has
shared the stage with everyone
from Jefferson Airplane to the
Dixie Chicks.
If you leave shows with giant
permanent marker M’s on your
hands, you might want to check
out MXTP. This place resembles
more of a warehouse than venue,
but they consistently bring in na
tional acts that fans of all ages
can attend. Pop-rock fans should
check out Lights Out on Jan. 21
for only $8.
Fans who don’t want pop any

where near their punk should go
see 40oz. of Spite at Mulligans
on Jan. 20. Ever since Mulligans
bought the old Intersection stage,
they have been hosting local
bands and letting patrons take it
all in for free.
Another free show in town
will be the Roster McCabe show
at Founders. This band is starting
to make a name for themselves in
the jam band community (think
Phish, Jamiroquai and Sublime
all wrapped up into one pack
age). Ask them for a Zeppelin
cover, they do some great ones.
West Michigan has a notable soft
spot for jam bands. The Pyramid
Scheme will be capitalizing on
this obsession on Jan. 20 by let
ting the Chicago based Strange
Arrangement take the stage. Ev
ery inch on the stage will be filled
with instruments and musicians.
Country fans are going to
want to go see Brad Paisley at the
Van Andel Arena. Tickets for this
show are already sold out so it’s
time to start checking the internet
for extras.
On Friday, a Grand Rapids
fixture featuring a Grand Valley
State University professor will
be playing Mulligans. Head has
been around town for years and
consistently put on great shows.
The Lemonheads will be at
the Intersection on Jan. 19. They
will most likely play their “Mrs.
Robinson” cover that garnered

them much attention and an ap
pearance in “Wayne’s World 2.”
Orpheum Bell plays an inter
esting blend of acoustic folk and
rock. The Pyramid Scheme has
started to claim this genre as a
specialty; the best folk concerts
in the past year have been there.
Orpheum Bell will be on stage on
Jan.21.
Bluegrass and funk fans will
love Back Forty. This Michigan
band has caught the attention of
festival goers around the country
so their Grand Rapids appearanc
es have been limited lately. Back
Forty will be playing at Founders
on Jan. 14.
Grand Rapids actually has a
good selection of hip-hop. Be
tween local and touring acts, hiphop is alive and well. F. Stokes
is a rapper from Chicago that
has no name recognition yet, but
he’s been working with the big
gest names in the business and
is determined to make a career
out of his lyrics. Fans can decide
for themselves if he has what it
takes on Jan. 25 at the Pyramid
Scheme.
For those with more refined
tastes, the Grand Rapids Sym
phony performs several times
a month. This month they are
presenting the music of Frank Si
natra at the DeVos Performance
Hall.

clafoy @ lanthorn .com
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\ MARKETPLACE

FOR STUDENTS,

FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES

CALL 616-331-2460 Z
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classifieds@lanthorn.com
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Announcements

For Sale

Buy or Ront book* bom Bri
an* Book* th*» semester.
Tht on*y renul opbon at QV.
Extended hour* for your oorvvenieno* th|* week only.
8*im-7pm Monday-Wodn**day. 0*m-7pm Tbunday. &
Oam-9pm Friday. Loomed at
Prara* & 42nd by
Watertown. 01 q-8Qg-4i 70.
bnerebooks.nn

1OO6 n*d Eo'los* 05-T
Turbo- with N*w PartsH36k
mil**. Automatic 2 a<xx
coup*. Power moon roof.
Turboonarg*d. For picture*
or information oomaot urzolandgmail.com. 63.076

Roommates
Mug* houaa m Ea*town. 4
o*croom 1 a both C**ap
rrnm Roommate* naadad a*
soon a* possible! Call/Text
616-388-6242
Mai* or F*mai* cubit
n**dadl Copp*r B**cn
Townnom*. 3b*d/haif bath.
■* |a
|la-* m m la
n#fn
If rttQCKXDt+l ^ nW
ft

612/momtn than you split
•lactnc 3 way*. Contact
*imta*nOm«i gvsu *du
Services
Lakt Mschoan CredH Union
ha* 0 ATM* on Campus,
never pay a faa whan you
naad cash on campus. Cali
LMCU today’ 518-246-0700
or vwft www.lmou.org
Employment_______
ESl Tutor win a*«*t with prosenting/sptecnot. acadamra
paper* ate Available eve
ning* & weekends. E-maidugrangL.8trsam0yMo.oom

or can |6i 61-806-1650 to
contact Tm* 610/hour.
Join
a part-om* "team member!
Tbs position is rasponsibi*
for general cleaning and
grounds dut es within the
community 's common areas.
Schedule will nduda Satur
days interested candid****
should apply online at
Make wft*ong fnsno* Tn# is
land Houst Hot* and <
Fudge Shops are
htfp m ail areas: Front desk.
Bali Staff.Wait Stuff. 3«ds
Cdrka. Kitchen. Baristas.
Housing, bonus and discountad
msa s
(006^847-7186 www.thelstandhouseoom

000

-

Housing
1134 & 1136 Laonard NW
Uppar. 2 Lara* 2f Bad room
Apartments. 6600 par mom*
par unit. Gaa 6 Ei*otrio not
*duo*d. No Pets.
Can 616-460-3681
At 46wast •nfoy mdMdual
prnrata bathroom*,
on-sn* bus stop & much
mor*’ C* today for dating
information 016-805-2400.
46wa*t4b46wa*t.info.
www.t6waat.oom
Boltwood Apartmants,
Pat-Fnandty. Hug* Bedroomt, & a Bus Slop. L*a**s
start at 6305.00 par month.
Call today to sctodiMs a tour.
016-6056675.
www.boftwoodgvau.oom

WQVU Public T*favHMon and MarkF. H«s*sm, PC
Job Till#: Legs* Assistant
Radio
intifrWiip
Job Tlot: Grant wmer nt*m
Locabon: Grand Rapkft, Ml
Location Grand Rapid*. Ml
Hour*: 15-20
Saarah Job 10:15900900
3«iory: Unpaid
___
For more Hor motion vt*4
3*aron Job 0:16667003
www.gvsu.edmVAerJob*
For mor* formation visit
www.gvsu.iau/loksrjotw'

Loud Padno* Iron 6 Metal

vanfy va*d
joo Tib*: Salto Support m*

FoodOoi**
Job Twr. Graphic Design mtam and W*b 0tv*iopar m-

Location Grand Rapkft. Ml
Salary: Paid
3*oron JobO: 16680617
For mor* ^formation visit
www.gvau.sdu/loktrjodc/

Location Grand Rapkft. Ml
Search Job ID- 16660667
and 16680868
For mors information visa
www.gvsu.sdu/iakerjoos

Muskegon Lakasnor* Chamb*r of Commarc*
Job Thd: Communications
and Marketing intern
Looaoorv Muskago*. mi
Salary: Unpaid
3*oroh JoblO.1666012
For mor* "formation visit
www.gvsu.sau/laksrjoos

Campus View. iiva doe# to
campus and gat tna moot for
your monay. Apartmants and
Townhousas avauabit.
Lasses start at 6266.00 par
month.
Call
Today!
616-806-6678 or visit
wvrw.campu8Vdwnouang.oo
m
Subdasar wanted! Copper
Batch. 2 bed/2.8 bath. Rant
e 6460 p«ua sdetne. Free oabie/intemet. Please contact
Mikiaha Williams at godsant3i80ao( com or call
817-814-2326
Internships
WestMict«gan Allstar
Job Tfed: Sports Sad* &
Marketing
Locator: Grand Raped. Ml
Safety Paid
Hours: 20 ♦ hr*, -m mmm
Saarah Job ID: WOmk
For mors nfori radon vW
www gvsu edu *ak*rjobsk'

Tn* National Kidney Founda
tion of Michigan
Job Tltd: Special Events in
ram
Location Grand Rapkft. Ml
Salary: unpaid
3*orcn JobO: 1666O164
For more information visit
www.gvsu.sdu/lokarjobs

MIGHTYminis

Job Tie*: Ptotoboa Sale* 0
Adknlnletraove intem
looatpn: Wyoming, Ml
SafaqrWkr,
_____
Sesirah Job ID: 19997000
For more rtomradon visa
www.gvsu.eduAakerJobs/
BuhisrPnno#. mo
Job Title: Field Service
Tecn-intem*rvp

Looation: Hoiland. Ml
Search JobO: 16680847

For more information vm

i. I; t 1 :. t v'-S -v..! •;..s
a ' 1r f![
>1’ -n JI.'tYHc' .

[El Boltwood

www.gvsu.sdu/lakarjobs

Awenoe for the Qraet Lakes
Job Tibs: 20i2 Summsr Edu
cation intern and 2012
Adopt-A-Beacn Assistant
Looation: Grand Haven, mi
and Chioaoo IL
Search job ID 15560664
and 18660831
For more information visit
www.gvau.sou/takerjoos

http://http://www.gvsuoffcampushous

Mill Steel Company
Job Tele Inside Sa
•hip
tooabon: Grand Rftftto. Ml
Salary Paid
Hours: 15-20 hr*
Search Job ID: 15900487
For more rtormadon vise
wwwgvsu. sduAakerjobs

Follow U8

IQds Food Basket
Job Tie*: Graphic Design Inlooaeon: Grand Rands, Ml
Seerah Job ID: 19990427
For more formation vise
wwwgvsu. eduAakerjobs

VantagePomte Financial
Group
Job Title: Finonoe atoam
Location Comstock Park. Mi
Search Job D:16660700
For mor* information vtm
www.gvsu.aou/lakerjobs

'thorn
Miscellaneous

Coastline Studios
Job Tie*: Editor and Produc
tion Aseetant
Revu* Magazine
Location: Grand Rapkft. Ml
Job Title: Entertainment Saury Unpaid
Magame intern
Sserah Job ID: 19900454
For more edormation vise
Location Grand Rapids. Ml
wwwgvsu eduAakerjobe
Search job 0:16646274
For mor* information visit
MP Talent Management
www.gvsu. *du/lak*r)obc
Group
Job Title: Management
DamaucCorp
job Tibs: Software Enginssr- Location: Grand Rapkft, Ml
Safery Unpaid
ngmtem
Saarah Job ID: 19900490
Location Grand Rapkft. Ml
For more vdormation viak
Hours. 15-20 tv*
www.gvKi edu*akerjobs
Baoron JoblO:16690646
For mors formation visa
www.gvsu.sdu/lakerjoOa

Gst Caught Pramoton. Rules
and Restrictions. Only on#
student or faouRy to a wmnsr
par issue. Readers ww be
chosen at random tfvouptout tn* week on oampus.
The priza awarded it
To-os-oetenmmeo *1 ranoom
but may include gift cwde.
t-entt* at* Winners are raquested to nave the* picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published m

ONLY $10 PER ISSUE
fpr more irJormatibn

bait 616 331

Student

Media

Opportunities
Bartending. No Experience
^

LjUilk injuuM
NM09Q- n»yn
HTCOni#

potential. Training oouraee
Cat
1-800-066-6620 ext. 226

%antfjocn

lakerJOM

Student run-oraanizatior
of nfrinri vflllpv

www*«w. •tfu/Uk«f|obi
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Try Squares

by Linda Thistle

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.
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T ind tfie listed words in the diagram They mn m all directions forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
New Zealand

Shopping

7

V/
/

Canada
England

Holiday
Ireland

Rugby
Sales

St. Stephen
Wales

v>
/Z

V/

Football

Money

Scotland

:

cj>
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'Hey sis! Tall, dark and
is here.'

□

Clever

STATUE
Despot

RANTTY

□

□_
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PUZZLE SOLUTIONS:
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Gifts

Unscramble tha letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gegt
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GVL / Eric Coulter

Best laid plans: Senior Joe Cox works on a set in the scene shop behind the stage in the Louis Armstrong Auditorium. Currently, the graduating actor is the president of the GVSU theater fraternity APO.

Senior theater major goes beyond the curtain to prepare for life, work after graduation
and haven’t really had any negative experi
ences.”
In addition to his roles in GVSU’s main
or many seniors at Grand Valley State stage performances, Cox has fleshed out his
University, the final winter semester resume as a member of the student-run the
of their college careers is bittersweet. ater organization STAGE and president of
Theater major Joe Cox is no exception. APO, GVSU’s theater fraternity.
Cox has been thoroughly involved in the
“To me, theater means change,” Cox
theatre program here during his entire time said. “I love theatre because of how differ
at GVSU, gracing the stage in several main ent it is from day-to-day. It really helps me
stage productions such as “Romeo and Ju not feel complacent and allows me to do
liet,” “Rhinoceros,” “As You Like It,” “The something I love.”
Braggart Soldier” and “Twelfth Night,” to
Students who had worked with Cox in the
name a few.
past praised his willingness to collaborate
“My time here at Grand Valley has been with cast mates and the energy he brings to
very enjoyable,” Cox said. “My time with the productions he’s a part of.
the GVSU theater department has been a
“Joe is one of the most genuine, talented
great opportunity to discover and learn about and personable people I’ve ever met,” said
every aspect of theatre. Outside of theatre Colin Beerens, a GVSU senior. “He’ll help
my time here has been great. Surprisingly, you rehearse and offer advice for how to im
I’ve only had teachers who I really enjoyed prove your performance. He’s very sincere

BY RENE RODRIGUEZ

GVL STAFF WRITER

F

mmmmm

and dedicated to whatever project is at hand,
but is always kind and helpful as well. Joe
is just about everything you could want in
an actor, director, organization leader and
friend.”
Brynhild Weihe, another theatre major,
said Cox always makes it his goal to put a
smile on everyone’s face.
“To him, it’s just as important to enter
tain the people he works with as well as the
audience,” Weihe said.
Cox is no stranger to the theatre game,
and as he leaves to go out into the real world
he has some advice to give back to all stu
dents at GVSU.
“Don’t take anything too seriously,” he
said. “Always remember everyone around
you is going through the exact same thing.
It gets hard, but keep your chin up.”

rrodriguez@lunthorn.com
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"To me, theater
means change. I love
theater because of
how different it is
from day-to-day. It
really helps me not
feel complacent and
allows me to do
something I love."

!

JOE COX
GVSU SENIOR

A.
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Local film series highlights
global comedy on camera
BY BRIAN LEDTKE
GVL STAFF WRITER

GVL / Rachel tturralde

A glimpse of history: A student admires the piece "Just a Glint in the Eye" by llo Battigelli.
Battigelli's images from Saudi Arabia are featured in the Red Wall Gallery in Lake Ontario Hall.

Photo gallery gives rare look
into history of Saudi Arabia
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Black-and-white
pho
tos depicting a rare history
of Saudi Arabia are now
on display at the Red Wall
Gallery on Grand Valley
State University’s Allendale
Campus.
The series,“Saudi Arabia:
1946-1954,” gives GVSU
students, faculty and staff
an interesting photographic
look at the formation of the
Saudi Arabia kingdom.
“I feel connected with a
foreign place,” said fresh
man Matt Oberski. photog
raphy major at GVSU. “You
can grasp their emotions and
the different culture.”
The 18 photos were taken
by the Italian photographer
llo Battigelli and brought to
GVSU by Sebastian Maisel,
a modem languages and lit
erature professor at GVSU.
The free exhibit is broken
into four categories: village
life, portraits, landscapes
and the king. Each gives a
detailed look at Saudi Ara
bia’s developing kingdom.
Oberski said “Keif Alek,”
i

which translates to “How are
you,” is his favorite photo. It
shows two children holding
each other’s faces, laugh
ing.
“They’re having fun”
he said. “American people
might misjudge them be
cause of the way they are
dressed, but (the photo)
makes them seem just like
everyone else. It makes
them look innocent.”
Battigelli started captur
ing the unseen faces and vil
lages. after being hired by
the Aramco Oil Company in
the mid 1940s.
He was granted permis
sion to explore the Eastern
Province and produce pic
tures by King Abdul Aziz,
with whom he gained a
close friendship, said Paris
Tennenhouse, GVSU ex
hibit and collections design
manager.
Before Battigelli, life in
the Saudi Arabia kingdom
was unknown and remained
unseen to the Western world,
Tennenhouse said. He docu
mented social and economi
cal life of citizens during the
time he spent there, she said.

“(The photos) give in
sight to a time and a culture
that rarely had been seen,”
Tennenhouse said. “It’s cul
turally, historically and po
litically important.”
Battigelli is hailed as a
great photographer by the
Italian and Saudi Arabian
governments for his atten
tion to detail and ability to
document the strong role It
aly played in the kingdom’s
history. An obituary on the
Aramco website said he re
tired to Italy with his wife
in 2000, and passed away in
2009.
Tennenhouse urges stu
dents to look at the photos
to better understand the rich
history of the Saudi Arabia
kingdom.
“The photos are indi
vidually interesting in them
selves,” she said.
The
exhibition
runs
through March 1. More in
formation about the exhibi
tion, and the gallery located
in Lake Ontario Hall, is
available at www.gvsu.edu/
artgallery.
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The Chiaroscuro film se
ries is bringing enthusiasm
to learning through humor
with this year’s theme: “Hu
mor Around the World.”
Zulema
Moret,
co
founder of the film series,
professor of modem lan
guages and literature and
Latin American Studies,
said that in our world are
thousands of languages
and hundreds of thousands
of dialects, but everyone
speaks the language of
laughter.
“What makes people
laugh in Kurdistan is not
always the same as what
amuses Canadians, but it
might just tickle your funny
bone,” Moret said.
The film series kicks
off Sunday at 2 p.m. with
a screening of “Max and
Mona,” filmed in Africa
in 2004. Max is a profes
sional funeral mourner who
wants to leave his village
in order to study medicine,
but before he can pursue
his goals he finds himself
responsible for his uncle’s
debts. Max teams up with
a few other characters that
use their mourning talents
to raise money and fend off
debt collectors. The film is
in Zulu and Afrikaans with
English subtitles.
All films are free and is
being shown at the Urban
Institute for Contemporary
Art in downtown Grand
Rapids
“Humor especially can
reveal cultural differences,
since cultures have varying
definitions for what is fun
ny,” said Carol Wilson, who
(

MORET
teaches French at GVSU.
The Chiaroscuro Film
Series was founded in 2005.
According to the group’s
mission statement, the pur
pose of the group is to pro
mote International Cinema,
cultural awareness and un
derstanding of diversity.
Wilson said she would
like to broaden the horizons
of the community by expos
ing its members to world
cultures through cinema.
“(This) will promote an
increase in tolerance and
understanding as it grows
in diversity,” Wilson said.
The name Chiaroscuro
is an art term that comes
from Italian, “chiaro” for
light and “oscuro” for dark
and obscure. While it is
typically used to describe
the tonal contrasts used in
painting, Wilson said it’s a
description of the way light
and dark are used in filmmaking, both literally and
metaphorically.
“Max and Mona” was
filmed in Africa in 2004.
Max is a professional fu
neral mourner who wants
to leave his village in order
to study medicine. Before
he can pursue his goals he
finds himself responsible

for his uncle’s debts, the
village’s sacred goat names
Mona. Max teams up with
a few other characters that
use their mourning talents
to raise money and fend off
debt collectors. The film is
in Zulu and Afrikaans with
English subtitles.
Each film showing will
also feature a short film
prior to the feature.
“The shorts are typically
made by local filmmakers
or film students, as we hope
to encourage this art form
in West Michigan.” Wilson
said.
Many of the directors of
these short films will also
be available for questions
afterwards as well. Some of
the upcoming films come
from Russia, Argentina. Is
rael and Canada.
“We should all partici
pate in opportunities such as
this in an effort to challenge
our own attitudes and biases
and develop a well-rounded
understanding of humanity
as a whole.” Wilson said.
“Besides, it’s fun.”
For more information,
and a list of films being
shown, visit www.chiar
ose urofi I msenes .com.
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